
   Leading the way in your

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION





I regularly meet with clients. They ask me what’s happening with smac – social, mobile, 

analytics and cloud – and wonder if they should be in a hurry to implement it. 

Indeed, many organisations want quick benefits from accelerating their digitisation 

and innovation. In this brochure, you will find TRASYS’ answers to your journey in the 

Digital Transformation. 

We understand your business processes and challenges, so we can add value quickly. 

Our solutions are based on platforms to work fast while allowing for customisation to 

your specific needs. After all, every organisation is different. 

Ramping up digitisation and innovation

Chris De Hous,              
Chief Executive Officer



Leading the way in your Digital Transformation

We are speedily approaching an all-digital and mobile way of working. You are 

forced to adapt quickly as new technologies and new competitors arise.

TRASYS paves your way to excellence in the digital world. TRASYS improves 

every step of your value chain, based on a proven track record of impact with 

state-of-the art advice and solutions. 

Provide the right info, 
in the right place, at the 
right time, to the right 

people.

Extend revenue 
opportunities, reduce 
costs and lower risks.

Understand each 
customer as an individual 
and adapt to their needs.

Embed your Digital 
Transformation in the 

right environment.

Mobility Business Analytics Digital Commerce Cloud & Security



A la carte

Our menu of Digital Transformation solutions provides answers to your 

specific challenges.



Provide the right information, 
in the right place, at the right 
time, to the right people.

Mobility solutions 

HiPer guarantees a smooth integration of mobility into the IT architecture and governance, ensuring interoperability between mobile applications and legacy 
systems. HiPer is driven by the IBM MobileFirst Platform Foundation environment. 



HiPer Sales Force Automation:
• Streamlines field data capture

• Enables higher levels of interaction

• Gives a 360° view of the customer

• Ensures usage of latest versions of documents & tools 

• Integrates with CRM

• Enables tagging and sharing of documents 

with clients

• Regularly updates personal information

• Validates the end-client profile

• Sends out visit reports & action list

HiPer Field Force Automation:
• Streamlines scheduling & dispatching

• Overviews customer information

• Prioritises work orders

• Lists goods & materials

• Allows revision of documents & drawings 

• Accesses contracts & forms

• Updates job locations & invoices

• Submits timesheets

• Enables multi-channel communication

• Reduces administration

Mobility is pervasive and has become a cornerstone of current and future business 

requirements. Companies that fail to evolve intelligently towards a mobile 

enterprise risk being outsmarted by their competition. Mobility makes your working 

environment accessible from anywhere at any given time. 

Improving productivity
 of mobile field force

Boosting revenues 
from mobile sales force 



Business Analytics solutions 

Extend revenue opportunities, 
    reduce costs and lower risks.



Many companies are drowning in data but still starving for knowledge. 

Business Analytics allow you to turn structured and unstructured data into 

business insights. TRASYS helps you build a data-driven organisation by 

leveraging Big Data and Analytics Platforms managed by data scientists. 

Industrial analytics:
• Use root-cause analysis on 

machine data

• Anticipate asset failure

• Predict product quality

• Decrease manufacturing 

costs

• Transform from preventive 

to predictive maintenance

Content & risk analytics:
• Understand the semantics of 

unstructured data

• Automate knowledge workflow 

• Deal with large volumes of 

documents

• Make processes scalable

• Offer next wave of document 

management

360° view analytics:
• Identify extra sales 

opportunities 

• Calculate propensity to buy

• Increase retention

• Differentiate products

• Allow focused and cost-

effective prospecting 

Predicting asset failure and 
product quality

Supporting knowledge work and 
tracking market information

Predicting propensity to buy 
and analyse sentiment



Understand each customer
 as an individual and 

adapt to their needs.

Digital Commerce solutions



Digital Marketing:
• Allows you to understand each customer 

as an individual

• Prompts next best commercial action

• Performs micro-segmentation

• Enables targeted e-mail campaigns 

• Tracks omni-channel experiences

• Automates marketing & sales

Digital Commerce:
• Allows you to convert clicks into transactions

• Personalises product and service catalogues

• Enables fast design of the user experience

• Offers easy-to-use pricing engine

• Provides quick and efficient payment facilities

• Integrates seamlessly with logistics

Despite an ever-increasing amount of data on the digital customer, information 

remains isolated and the view of the customer fragmented. Customer 

intelligence is sacrificed because of a lack of systems to capture and integrate 

data. Visitor behaviour is not taken into account to personalise catalogues of 

products and services and clicks do not convert into transactions.

Understanding each customer 
as an individual

Boosting personalised customer 
experience



  Embed your Digital 
Transformation in  

the right environment

Cloud & Security solutions



The centre of gravity for IT is increasingly shifting towards business enablement 

and away from building, maintaining and operating IT. Cloud-based services are 

fundamental to today’s service models. TRASYS helps you define your cloud 

and security strategy by providing a structured framework to ensure that Digital 

Transformation benefits will outweigh the costs and risks of supply. 

Cloud-based services:
• Provide business alignment

• Reduce costs as a result of increased 

efficiency

• Convert CAPEX into variable OPEX

• Position IT as key business enabler

Security Consulting services:
• Protect critical information

• Align security to business processes

• Manage identity and access

• Safeguard critical infrastructure from cyber-

attacks 

Enabling Digital    
Transformation

Connecting security to
 business agility



Embarking on the
 Digital Transformation

You and TRASYS



Trasys is a €70 million+ customer-focused IT company operating throughout 

Europe, empowering you to make better informed strategic decisions across 

a wide range of critical operational and transformational initiatives. 

In close collaboration with our customers, we design, implement and maintain 

Digital Transformation solutions in the areas of Mobility, Business Analytics, 

Digital Commerce, Cloud and Security. 

We leverage our development platforms and the eco-system of partners for 

rapid and sustainable deployments. 



www.trasys.be/digitaltransformation
trasys group s.a/n.v
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info@trasysgroup.be


